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Kapunda: honouring the past, planning for the future  

 

KBA Newsletter September, 2018.         

 

KBA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.  

 

Our AGM will be held late October on a day 

to be advised. Vacancies for committee       

persons will need to be filled. KBA meets 

monthly at times to suit the majority of the 

members. If you are interested in being part of 

the KBA, please give secretary Bill Adams a 

call, mobile 0408 811 840. KBA has a very 

important role to play and being a committee 

member is a great way to help move Kapunda 

along the road of progress— rewarding indeed. 

From the KBA Chair, Deane Rohrlach. 

 

For various reasons, some outside the control of the 

KBA Working Group, this newsletter has been   

considerably delayed.  My apologies for this. 

 

In my view, Kapunda still has considerable         

undeveloped economic potential and I believe this 

can best be realised by businesses working together 

and with Council to increase the size of the financial 

pie and make the most of any opportunities that 

arise. Council is working toward ways to minimise      

legislative and procedural roadblocks to              

development and hopefully more can be achieved  

in this area, too. 

 

I encourage local business people to become       

actively involved in the KBA Working Group, so 

more can be achieved faster. 

 

Kapunda: springtime — wheat and canola fields from Gundry’s Hill.  Photo: Leonie Boyd. 
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Since 1 May 2018, significant civil works have commenced on site by contractor Axiom Projects. Almost 

85% of the services trenching works are complete, leaving just the Crase Street public carpark electrical 

works to finalise. Civil drainage is also largely in place. The western half of the site has been excavated out 

to subgrade level and rubble pavement starting to be laid in preparation for pavers. 

Unfortunately 

some uncontrolled 

fill was discovered 

across the majority 

of western half of 

the site during 

trenching works. 

This fill is a vari-

ety of old building 

stones and materi-

als that would 

have been buried 

under the former 

carpark. A map of 

businesses in 1886 

shows a wide variety of shops were present on the site including a photographer, bookseller, watchmaker, 

auctioneer, grocer/fruiterer, bootmaker, gardener and store. 

The presence of the uncontrolled fill, particularly the large building stones, has increased the cost of the 

civil works and will also impact the costs through to completion. Essentially the unsuitable material will 

need to be removed and replaced with conditioned soil (most likely loam) so that the lawn and garden areas 

will grow effectively into the future. 

The colourbond fence to the southern and eastern boundaries, matching in with the restored heritage stone 

wall, have been erected and are awaiting new gates for installation at the end of the internal access road. 

The section of fence between the road and the existing post office boundary wall was difficult to construct 

due to the presence of building stone foundations from the former butcher shop building. This required 

careful hand digging of fence post holes to avoid significant damage to the neighbouring property. 

Cadastral survey of the property boundary along this southern fence line has confirmed that the boundary is 

slightly north of the fence line. Discussions have been held with the Kapunda Post Office to secure a      

narrow easement along this boundary line to achieve access into the electrical/communications cabinet that 

is located and embedded within that fence line. 

Ahrens Engineering have completed fabrication of the street awning and stage shelter structures in their 

workshop, following their re-design work to reduce costs and improve functionality. Ahrens are looking to 

mobilise to site in September 2018 to erect these structures, prior to paving going in. 

  

 

Kapunda: Town Square update  

Beary eyewitnesses to the Town Square construction 

work. The Kapunda Mechanical Bears have achieved 

international fame: locals and tourists look out for the 

bears and their latest location.  

This view is taken from the Kapunda Library where the 

bears attended a book launch. 

(photos courtesy of  C. Lacey). 
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The KBA Working Group invited Leon and Philippa Faulkner of Environ-

mental Copper Recovery (ECR) to make a presentation to the group and 

answer any questions.  To provide focus to the presentation, KBA Chair, 

Deane Rohrlach, submitted a series of questions for them to address.  They 

did so in their presentation and provided written detailed answers to the 

questions after the presentation. Their presentation and the detailed an-

swers to the questions will be uploaded to the KBA website.  

 

A few highlights from their presentation: 

 

 

 This proposal is in its early exploratory stages and many conditions must be satisfied before 

it is determined to be financially viable and all environmental conditions met.  Many of the 

answers given at this stage are general, as full answers will only be confirmed as further  

 investigation occurs.  

 In-situ extraction of copper at Kapunda Mine site would involve injecting a relatively benign 

solution (possibly thiosulphate or glycine) into the old mine site area through several bores, 

all within the fenced off area, and extracting the solution containing dissolved copper from a 

central bore.  This is then pumped through a pipe to a processing shed, which may be in the 

nearby industrial area, where the copper is extracted.  The water is re-used so there is very 

little net water use.   

 There is a very rigorous government-controlled process likely to take about 5 years to estab-

lish a mine, and this covers off on all the environmental and other aspects. 

 The water in the actual mine area has a dissolved copper content due to natural processes a 

few hundred times that of the water in the surrounding aquifer.  This is probably because the 

mine site is surrounded by relatively impervious siltstone, which largely prevents the transfer 

of this water to the aquifer.  Further work needs to be done as part of the approval process to 

confirm this is the case.  This strongly suggests this mining process will not negatively im-

pact surrounding water quality or have any significant impact on aquifer water levels. 

 The above ground infrastructure will mainly be in the fenced off area and consists of several 

compact bore heads.  There will be virtually no infrastructure on the western side of the 

fenced off area, where most of the tourism and heritage assets of the mine site are situated 

and there will be little, other than a couple of pipes on the other side.  The green water in the 

mine when it rains will not change.  Consequently, the heritage and tourism aspects of the 

mine and the in-situ mining operation should be able to co-exist quite well.  In fact, by high-

lighting the site as containing the first metal mine in Australia mined by early methods and 

now being mined by the latest environmentally friendly process, the tourism value of the site 

may be enhanced. 

 

Possibility of In-Situ Mining at Kapunda Mine Site 
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 ECR estimates about 

15 local jobs would be 

created during con-

struction, with 15 to 

20  required to operate 

it.  There will also be 

indirect economic 

benefit, as ECR is 

committed to using 

local suppliers wher-

ever possible. 

 

 

 

 It is anticipated that if the site checks out and mining begins, the life of the mining operation 

would be about seven years.  Once completed, the infrastructure would be removed and 

transferred to another site in SA with conditions suitable for this process. 

 There will be direct economic benefit to Council as owner of the property during the mining 

operation.  This would be negotiated if the mine was approved. 

 Since the mine is zoned recreational and is owned by Council, it has considerable say as to 

 whether the project proceeds.  Although early days yet, signs are positive, based on the in

 formation presented so far.  Council is committed to a thorough investigation before          

 approving or rejecting each step, so that decisions are based on accurate, complete and      

 objective information. 

 
Green lines represent historically mined lodes and indicate the key area 

targeted, situated within the fenced area.  

Coloured dots show transmissivity data from historic drill hole data.  

Map and information supplied by ECR 
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 In July ECR received a Commonwealth Research Grant for the Kapunda ISR  (in situ recovery)      

 Project 

 The research will be in conjunction with University of Adelaide (Institute for Mineral and Energy 

 Resources) and CSIRO (Minerals and Land & Water Divisions) focusing on the core values of     

 environmental, social and economic impacts of In-Situ Recovery mining for this project and others, 

 with financial partners of Terramin Exploration, Thor Mining, and Mining3. 

 In-Situ Recovery is a proven method of metal recovery that has been used for over 50 years, 

 but recent technological improvements in the ISR process and the use of environmentally benign    

 lixiviants (leaching agents) are broadening the potential application of this method to the recovery of 

 other metals like gold and copper. 

 The research is aimed around environmental, social and economic impacts of ISR, focusing on a 

 number of areas including community acceptance of ISR as a mining technique, establishment of 

 environmental risk mitigation strategies, including accurate water flow modelling. 

 Research into these areas will lead to better environmental outcomes, improved economic results and 

 reduced community concerns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tops of well heads in Wyoming 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Done effectively ISR will: 

 

• Have no lasting negative effect on the mine aquifer water quality (possibly even some slight  

 improvement) 

• Have no negative impact on surrounding aquifers or Light River ecosystem 

• Allow tourism to continue at the mine while operations are on-going 

• Have little impact to heritage sites or historic mining structures 

• Have very low visual impact while operating with minimal noise 

• Leave little surface impact after mining 

• Have a positive economic impact on the local economy 

• Benefit SA and help it reach its Copper Strategy production targets 
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Kapunda: what’s happening around town? 

 

 

KAPUNDA STREET UPGRADES.   

 

We understand that the sealing of many metal roads have taken place, together with kerbing. The project 

has taken 2 years in what would normally have taken 30 years. This is a remarkable achievement by Coun-

cil and is on time and within budget. All this at no cost to the ratepayers. In addition to sealing and kerbing, 

drainage problems have been addressed. Those residents whose homes front the newly sealed roads have 

found the inconvenience during the construction period well worth the wait. The town has taken a giant step 

forward as a result of this remarkable project. 

 

 

CLARE ROAD 

Clare Road has been identified for resurfacing works. As Light Regional Council (LRC) is developing a 

proposal for stormwater works on Clare Road, the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure is 

working collaboratively with Council to find efficiencies and savings. This department has also commenced 

the detailed planning required for this project and will have a better understanding of the timeline once   

discussions with council is complete. 

 

SEALING OF KINGS BRIDGE ROAD KAPUNDA 

Light Regional Council (LRC) will receive up to $397,000 in funding through the Australian Government’s 

Heavy Vehicle Safety and Productivity Program for the sealing of Kings Bridge Road just north-east of 

Kapunda. 

Kings Bridge Road is an important link in the Heavy Vehicle Freight Route and the works will greatly   

assist in moving freight away from the central business district in our town.  The funding also provides 

LRC with the opportunity to continue to invest in infrastructure that support the transport related industries 

in our region and is a further link in completing the jigsaw with only one portion of route remaining to be 

realigned and sealed.   

 

LRC will match the government’s contribution and has estimated the works at approximately 

$800,000.  Works will include new pavement, stormwater drainage improvements, sealing and minor   

junction works at the Thiele Highway and Marrabel Road. 

 

LRC is planning to commence construction early in 2019 with all works completed prior to winter. 

For further information on these works, enquiries should be directed to Council’s General Manager,       

Infrastructure & Environment, Richard Dodson on 8525 3200 or light@light.sa.gov.au   

 

 

 

mailto:light@light.sa.gov.au
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As a financial member of KBA you can advertise your business, community group  or event 

within the KBA website, facebook and newsletter. Please contact Bill Adams  tel. 0408 811 840. 

 

 

161ST ANNUAL KAPUNDA AND  

LIGHT AGRICULTURAL SHOW 27/10/18 

 

Anyone wishing to enter the many competitions on offer during  

the show can view more information and download forms at the  

show’s website:  https://kapundashow.org.au/web/downloads/ 

 

Print copies of the show booklet are available for $2 at  

various Kapunda outlets/businesses. 

 

 

  

Hair Off The Dog Grooming Parlour 

 

Owner/Manager, Leonie Boyd, is offering $5 

off your next groom when mentioning this ad 

until end of October.  

 

Hair Off The Dog Grooming Parlour at 92 Main 

Street, Kapunda is open by appointment. Please 

contact Leonie on 0422 194 560   

or via Facebook for enquiries or bookings.  

  GOT A BUG NEW PREMISES. 

 

   The Kelly family have moved their operations a few metres to premises      

 opposite the Police Station. This business is a valuable service for those 

 seeking protection from “pests”, including wide ranging termite infestations. 

 Their website highlights the extensive Got-a-Bug operation.  

 

 http://gotabug.com.au/  

 

 facebook: https://www.facebook.com/gotabug/ 
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DAVIDSON RESERVE.     

                                                                                                                                                           

Recent rains have filled the dam to please the 

public and the ducks. Light Regional Council 

have done a splendid job in repairing leakage 

problems and enhancing the surrounds. The 

“duckpond” is a popular spot for residents and 

tourists, and a delight for children to visit with 

bread crumbs for the ever-hungry ducks. Well 

done to all concerned. 

 

EMPTY SHOPS. 

 

Kapunda is no different from most rural towns, and filling empty shops is something that every resident of 

our town and surrounding districts can help with. Like it or not, if locals do not support local traders to a 

much larger extent than they do today, then empty shops will continue to deter potential businesses from 

setting up shop here. It is acknowledged that you cannot buy your every need in Kapunda, and it is a fact 

that it costs a lot to travel out of town to specifically shop elsewhere. The Australian Taxation Department 

assesses vehicle travel costs at 66 cents a kilometre, that takes in fuel, vehicle registrations and insurance, 

depreciation for wear and tear, and you can be assured that this cost is of minimum scale. Here are a few 

examples of what it costs to visit various shopping areas.                                                                                                                                                                     

Gawler, 35 kms.   (70 Kms round trip)   $46.20                                                                                                                             

Munno Para,45 kms. (90 kms “ trip)      $59.40                                                                                                       

Parabanks,58 kms.  (116kms “ trip)  $76.56 

Nuriootpa,22 kms.  (44 kms “ trip)     $29.04                                                                                                                                                                

Adelaide, 82 kms.   (164 kms “ trip    $108.24.                                                                                                                 

 

We appeal to everyone who shops out of Kapunda: please support our shops for at least the essential items 

available here, it will make an enormous difference to our ability to retain what shops we have and to attract 

others to set up. Landlords can play their part by offering rentals at fees reflecting tenants’ ability to meet 

under the current tight economic trading conditions. 

 

KAPUNDA MEGA GARAGE SALES. KBA will again be conducting this year`s MEGA GARAGE 

SALES on Saturday 3rd November.      Registrations are to be lodged at the Kapunda Visitor Information      

Centre, 51-53 Main Street, Kapunda. The fee to enter remains at $7. Opening time for sellers is 8 a.m. to 

4p.m  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PARMA FOR A FARMER                                                                                                                                                     
To aid the farming community who 

are doing it tough, the  management of the  

Clare Castle Hotel, in August,  upped  

their donation from $1 to $2 to farmers  

when any patron ordered a “parma”.  
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NAB KAPUNDA CLOSES ITS DOORS FOR THE LAST TIME. 

 

Thursday, 13th September, 2018 was a sad day for the town as the NAB agency closed its doors for the very 

last time. Bill Adams, Secretary of the Kapunda Business Alliance, (KBA) said “sad” is an understatement, 

it is a blow to a town which has an excellent future with unprecedented developments underway or on the     

drawing board. Kapunda is now left with only one staffed bank (Bank SA) who presently open 4 hours on 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.                                                                                                                                                                                       

 

A town without a bank is not a good look, as well as an inconvenience. The NAB closure is just another 

example of “use it or lose it”. Despite constant rumours it is not the intent of Bank S.A. to close.  

 

The KBA wants a five day a week banking facility, and to achieve this it is up to both our businesses and 

residents who bank elsewhere to support Bank S.A. We, at KBA, acknowledge it is a time consuming    

exercise to transfer accounts, but this is the only way to achieve our aim of having a daily banking service.                                                                                                                                                                               

 

The KBA has pledged its support to Bank S.A. and we urge everyone concerned to give this request earnest 

consideration. Taking the easy way out and going along with the NAB offers will be to the detriment of 

future local satisfactory banking availability.  

 

Totally Locally is the way Kapunda will both survive and prosper.   The NAB closure =  two less local jobs 

and another empty Main Street business premises. Let`s not allow this to happen again! 

 

 

 

KAPUNDA RETIREMENT VILLAGE.                                                                                                                                

Units 3 and 4 along Oldham Street are complete and available to purchase. Units 1 and 2 will be completed 

within days. Unit 4 is furnished and is open for inspection every Friday morning from 10 —11.30 am. The 

residents’ clubrooms are furnished and also open for inspection. A workshop is planned for those interested 

in activities not unlike the Kapunda Shed. If you are over 55 years of age, these units are highly recom-

mended. 

 

 

As a financial member of KBA you can advertise your business, community group  or event 

within the KBA website, facebook and newsletter. Please contact Bill Adams  tel. 0408 811 840. 
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Progress of the mural 

to 31/8./18.  
 

KAPUNDA MURALS PROJECT   

 

Many local landmarks will be decorated with murals. Already the MFS Station, Post Office and  

North Kapunda Hotel have murals added to their structures. 

  

For more information, please go to: https://www.facebook.com/kapunda.sa.5373/ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        The latest mural begins on the newsagency wall, Lucas Street. 

KBA working party: 

 

Deane Rohrlach, Chairperson, 0417 829 631        

Bill Adams, Secretary, 0408 811 840  

John Shane, 0418 859 680 

Leonie Boyd, 0422 194 560 

Katharine Crane, 0488 233 160 

Michael Golding, 0450 343 474 

Dorian Chambers, 0403 915 385 

Thank you to Dan van Holst Pellekaan MP  

for the generous sponsorship  

of the printed version of this newsletter.  

 

As a financial member of KBA you can advertise your business, community group  or event 

within the KBA website, facebook and newsletter. Please contact Bill Adams  tel. 0408 811 840. 

 

KBA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.  

 

Our AGM will be held late October on a day 

to be advised. Vacancies for committee       

persons will need to be filled. KBA meets 

monthly at times to suit the majority of the 

members. If you are interested in being part of 

the KBA, please give secretary Bill Adams a 

call, mobile 0408 811 840. KBA has a very 

important role to play and being a committee 

member is a great way to help move Kapunda 

along the road of progress— rewarding indeed. 


